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Abstract: Recent years have seen an explosion in multimedia communication and networking
systems and applications. Optimization in such applications is crucial – but existing methods
intended to optimize the performance of networking algorithms and protocols are highly‐
inefficient and do not provide the Quality of Experience demanded by multimedia applications
and systems. The failures of existing methods can be traced to their myopia: they choose
actions to maximize current rewards while ignoring the future impact of these actions.
Improving on myopic optimization requires foresighted optimization and control, which in turn
require a priori knowledge of how the source, network, channel, application and user
characteristics evolve over time and are affected by the operation of the chosen algorithms
and protocols. Because such a priori knowledge is almost never available at run‐time, efficient
multimedia communication or networking solutions require that such knowledge be acquired
online, in parallel with foresighted optimization. This talk presents a new foundation for the
systematic design of such protocols that relies on a new online learning and optimization
framework. This framework may be deployed in conjunction with existing protocols, standards
and algorithms in order to maximize their Quality of Experience in time‐varying and a priori
unknown environments and achieves results that represent orders‐of‐magnitude
improvements over current solutions.
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